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Here we provide some figures that help readers better understand the method we use to calculate oxidation

states of atoms in solids. They also serve to complement our written proof in cases where text description

is difficult to visualize and conceptualize.

Fig. 1(a) shows the overall procedure described in observation (i). The generic cell contains two different

species (colored red and blue) and they both form sublattices of their own in the periodic crystal. Displacing

the red atoms by a lattice vector (dashed arrow) makes the final crystal identical to the initial one. The

actual path along which each atom is moved is marked by solid arrows. Note that the blue atoms might be

given some local motion even though their net displacement is zero.

Fig. 1(b) is a close-up of one of the unit cells. Wannier centers (WCs) of valence electrons are marked by

black dots and their trajectories (solid-dotted arrows) reveal their affiliations to different nuclei. Note that in

spin unpolarized ordinary insulators each WC represents two electrons with opposite spin. In this example,

two WCs move with the red nucleus to the next cell, while the third WC stays in the original cell. We would

like to emphasize that it is not the positions of WC but their motions with the nucleus that determine the

oxidation state of the species moved. Here the four electrons that belong to the red nucleus, combined with

the core charge of +2, give a -2 oxidation state for the red atom.

Fig. 2 illustrates the derivation in observation (ii): When the unit cell is expanded along a lattice vector

not parallel to displacement vector by a factor of m (in this case m=2 and 3), only 1/m of the original

sublattices are moved and by symmetry the polarization change is ∆P⃗ /m. Decomposing ∆P⃗ into components

parallel (∆P⃗∥ = n∥eR⃗∥/V ) and perpendicular (∆P⃗⊥ = n⊥eR⃗⊥/V ) to displacement vector reveals that n⊥

must be divisible by any integer m, and therefore must be 0. Hence ∆P⃗ is parallel to displacement vector.
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Figure 1: (a) A generic representation of moving a sublattice (red) along a lattice vector (dashed arrow).
Solid arrows depict actual movement trajectories. (b) Wannier center (WC) motions during the same nucleus
displacement. In spin unpolarized ordinary insulators, each WC corresponds to two electrons. Two WCs
move with the red +2 nucleus, signifying a -2 total charge for the red species.
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Figure 2: (a) Polarization change ∆P⃗ consists of components parallel (∆P⃗∥) and perpendicular (∆P⃗⊥) to
displacement vector. (b) and (c) When unit cell is expanded in the perpendicular direction by m, only 1/m

sublattices move and polarization change by symmetry is ∆P⃗ /m. Apparently n∥ = n′
∥ while n⊥ = mn′

⊥,
since n⊥ is divisible by every integer m, n⊥ = 0.
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